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WHY STORYTELLING?
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Storytelling has been part of our human evolution. A great story can change the way people think
and act.   It ignites their imaginations, sparks conversations, creates ideas, and potentially new
initiatives, products, and services. We use stories as a way to pass down vital lessons and
information. 

But Storytelling isn't just for the movies or a good book. The human brain is hard-wired for stories.
Research shows that when we hear stories and when we tell stories, we engage and activate
specific neural pathways in our brains. This is why we remember stories more than facts and data.

At its core, storytelling is about transformation. People love stories about change, but for your
audience to relate to your story, you need to connect with them.   Using a story structure to frame
your communication gives your audience a sense of familiarity and clarity in your message. We've
been using story structures from the beginning, from fairy tales, parables, and songs, to political
speeches and sales pitches. 

At CUCO we help teach Business Founders, Solopreneurs, Entrepreneurs, non-Creatives, and their
teams the art and science of strategic storytelling. 

Let's dive in
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WHAT IS STRATEGIC STORYTELLING?
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It serves a purpose that benefits your audience
It follows a story arc that matches your customers' journey
It has a  3 act structure
It uses conflict to push and pull your audience and keeps them engaged to the end
It uses persuasive language and includes the concepts of Credibility (Ethos), Emotional (Pathos),
Logical (Logos), and Timely (Kairos).
It sustains your audience's attention

A while ago, I worked with a client who had to prepare for one of the most important presentations in
her business. She had gone through multiple rounds of selection criteria and was given 30 minutes to
make an impression on the decision-makers about why they should invest in her.

We spent 2 weeks structuring her pitch, starting with a personal failure story as a hook. She then
highlighted the problem she was solving, (backed by data) and presented her solution (backed by
research) - After she told it - she landed not only the investment but an interview on a local television
network.

Strategic Storytelling is the structuring of your communication like a story and aligning your content
with your customer's journey. It provides your audience with a progressive framework and ensures your
communication flows coherently with a purpose. It can illustrate ideas in a memorable and impactful
way and makes complex data and concepts easier to understand.  Presentations and pitches become
more engaging. Communication becomes more compelling. 
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WHAT IS YOUR BUSINESS TYPE?
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEMS YOU SOLVE 

Understanding how your audience perceives your business allows you to understand the value you
give your customer. Start by identifying one common problem they face and ask How do you help
them overcome this problem? and Why should your audience care about you? 

Are you a pain killer or Vitamin? In other words - Are
you solving a big problem now or preventing a future
one?

Whereas most organisations want to be Vitamins
(inspirational, sustainable etc)  your customers only
really care about "What's In It For Me? (WIIFM)

You see, Vitamins are "nice to have," but are not seen
as a "need to have." They are often told through
aspirational stories but this isn't enough to make your
audience take notice.

Painkillers, on the other hand, are businesses that
solve a big, urgent problem. It is a need-to-have, and
your customers will happily pay for it because it
alleviates their big problem.

Your content should help your people realise that
even if the solution is a vitamin it has the ability to
solve an urgent problem, even if it's not obviously
apparent. It does this by showing the audience the
pain of not solving the problem. How it would get
worse left unattended.

For example, A vitamin service could be teaching
children to swim. Some people may not think it is an
urgent problem right now. 

Whereas a Painkiller story could focus on an urgent
need: to learn before they go on holiday or prepare
for a sports day at school. or charity swim. 

** According to psychologists Daniel Kahneman and
Amon Tversky. We have a greater aversion to pain
than attraction to pleasure, Their Prospect Theory,
demonstrated how people view gains and losses.
People prefer avoiding losses to acquiring
corresponding gains.
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The purpose to any story is to show a transformation. Most stories start with Where We Are and lead you to Where
We Want to Be.  

Create a destination on your map - an objective -, without a goal or purpose you'll end up with random points and
an incoherent story. Most business communication is to persuade your audience to take action or change. This
moves your communication from transactional to transformational.

For example, your landing page ends with your visitor subscribing to a newsletter so they can learn valuable tips or
book a discovery call that leads to hiring a service and saving time. 

What is the desired end Transformation? 

cucoconcepts.com

THE PURPOSE OF YOUR CONTENT 

Start

End
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Your content will dramatically change depending on your audiences/customers level of awareness. The goal
of your communication is to move your customer through the different stages of awareness that leads to
conversion. When you know exactly where your customers are mentally and emotionally you can anticipate
the type of content they need.

Make your
audience 
 understand that a
specific and
definite solution
exists, and that
your product
delivers that
solution. 

YOUR CUSTOMERS LEVEL OF AWARENESS

cucoconcepts.com
Pre - Sale

Unaware Problem Aware Solution Aware

Purchase/Sale

Product Aware Most Aware

Trigger Points

These are the
most difficult
prospects to sell
to. Experiencing
symptoms but
doesn't know the
root problem

This often the
beginning of the
journey.  They
have lots of
questions.
Agitate the root
problem and
show them you
understand their
pain

Although they know
your service, they
are also aware of 
 similar services.
You need to
differentiate your
product from the
competition

A lot of the work
has already been
done now is the
time to present
your offer and
push for the sale
or action
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The Heros Journey is one of the most commonly used story templates and has inspired countless stories
from ancient myths to modern television shows and movies. 

The HERO'S JOURNEY - Your Customers Journey 
In business, your Hero is typically your Customer with you as the mentor or guide. 
The common goal of your audience is directly tied to the main outcome of your service. Your role is to
guide your audience through the journey - how they can overcome the obstacles and reach the final
goal.

Tell your story from their pov. If your story doesn't address your audience and is all Me Me Me then it's
not a story but a journal entry. Ask: What problems are keeping your audience from achieving success?
What opportunities are they missing if they don't solve the problem?

Be transformational: Great stories take their audience on an emotional roller-coaster. It pushes them
away from their problems and pulls them toward success. Your story should give them hope and show
them a better way.

Be Vulnerable: Personal is not the same as being Vulnerable What makes your audience trust you?
Showing your vulnerability is more than sharing your experience and authority. Share with them your
fears and failures - what makes you human.

Keep It Simple Use language appropriate to your audience and avoid complex jargon. Don’t use
unnecessary details. Use story arcs to keep your story moving. Remember the challenge is to get your
audience to take the next step.
,

THE HEROS JOURNEY

cucoconcepts.com
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Returns changed and
transformed.  Welcomes
a better worldview

The Ordinary World
Our Hero is unaware.
Everything seems ok
but its not perfect

The Call to Adventure 
An event that triggers an awareness of
the problem. 

Meets a Guide  & Mentor
who will educate and help
them through their journey.
Teaches new skills

THE HERO'S JOURNEY 

Growth & Failure They will go
through a variety of trials and
may not always succeed

Another Trigger event
where they decide to
accept the call 
They still face trials
and challenges.

Revelation Can see the
outcomes & benefits. Has
applied their teachings and
found success 

Ordinary World

Unknown World

Refusal of the call

Tries to ignore the problem
but things don't improve and
get progressively worse

cucoconcepts.com
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YOUR CONTENT STRATEGY

By mapping The Heros Journey with the stages of your Customers' Awareness. you can start to create a content strategy

Trigger Point
Something happens to motivate your
audience to look for a solution.
Identify their keywords in their searches to
direct them to your website.
Write answers to these questions, blogs,
newsletters, samples, guides

Help them
recognise their
problem - educate
them on Social
Media, blogs &
articles

Take away
Risk

Challenge

Inform

Educate

InspireY
O

U
R 

C
O

N
TE

N
T

Entertain Raise brand
Awareness

Unaware of
Problem 

Now that they know you exist
they need to see why they
should choose you. Talk
about the unique benefits
and outcomes. Show don't
tell. Focus on emotional
benefits Show your clients
how it will change their life
for the better. 

Problem
Aware

Solution Aware

YOUR CUSTOMER

Challenge them
to take action.
Give them an
incentive to act
now. Limited time
only, Only 2 spots
left

As your Customer considers the options, they
move from the emotional to a practical,
logically and decision-making process
Talk about your features. Use social proof,
case studies and reviews

Point of Conversion.
Continue to build trust to
nudge your Customer to 
 follow through with their
decision and take action
Take away the risk with full
refunds  free demos

Product Aware Point of
Conversion
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Strategic Stories follow a 3 Act Structure. It makes it easier to remember and share. It has a
defining point in which each Act turns into the next eg: beginning into the middle and the
middle into the end. Each stage is composed of events that touch on your key points and move
your audience towards your end goal

ACT II

 
PERSONAL STORY

QUESTION
STATEMENT

WHERE WE ARE NOW
 
 

TRANSFORMATION
THE OUTCOME

THE NEW REALITY
WHERE WE WANT TO BE

 

ACT IIIACT I

THE 3 ACT STRUCTURE

CHALLENGE
 CONFLICT
TENSION

CONTRAST
OPPORTUNITY

 

BEGINNING
PROBLEM

SITUATION
EXCITE
THESIS
BEFORE

NOW

MIDDLE
AGITATE

COMPLICATION
DISTURB

ANTITHESIS
BRIDGE

BUT

END
SOLUTION

RESOLUTION
ASSURE

SYNTHESIS
AFTER

THEREFORE
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UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT & CONTRAST
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External Problems: These are the surface issues your customer faces. Think of what they are
Googling when they are looking for services like yours. ie: Low website traffic, low sales. 
Too many companies focus just on external problems when they create their content. These are
usually symptoms of a wider problem - your audience's inner conflict.  For example, Clients don’t
buy insurance they desire peace of mind.
Internal Problem: Imagine your audience when they don’t have a solution like yours, what feeling do
they experience? In most B2B situations, the feeling is described as being overwhelmed, frustrated,
unsure, or confused.

Conflict is the driving force in motivating your audience to take action and moves your audience from
Unaware to Most Aware. Your audience will either want to 
1) overcome a problem and challenge (what keeps them up at night) or
2) They need guidance and motivation to achieve the goal. (what gets them up in the morning)

Your content needs to reflect how well you understand your audiences external and internal conflicts.

A good way to understand how to use contrast in your content is to ask whether you are Adding or Subtracting
1. Addition (PULL)
This is where your offer promises to help your prospect achieve their goals by ADDING something, for example, the
promise of more traffic, increased sales, new job. 
2. Subtraction (PUSH)
This direction is where you are REMOVING burning pain and challenges for your audience, for example, slack
organisation, poor time management, and bad copywriting. 
The best stories use a push-and-pull approach and alternate between these two types of stories to keep your
audience's attention You can pull your audience towards a goal whilst pushing them away from an undesirable
reality.  
You can learn more about how to use the push and pull technique to direct your stories in our Learning Programs

https://www.cucoconcepts.com/
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Persuasive writing 101 - People buy emotionally and then justify logically. The concepts of ethos, pathos,
logos (invented by Aristotle), when applied to your content and stories persuade your audience to react
and engage by tapping into the right and left sides of your brain. 

PATHOS
Emotional appeal
can be positive or
negative
Values
Beliefs

LOGOS
Logical reason
Fact based
Process of
Elimination
Data

KAIROS
The Right Time
Trigger Events

Sales Funnel
Create Urgency

MODES OF PERSUASION

ETHOS
Character
Authority

Experience
Credibility

Reputation

Ethos is about
establishing your
authority to speak on
the subject. 

Pathos conveys to
your audience
emotionally.

Logos is your logical
reasoning. 

Kairos is all about
being the right time
for your message. 
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SPARKLINES (PUSH & PULL)

In her book Resonate, Nancy Duarte introduces her concept of Sparklines (The moving back and forth
between where you are now to what you could achieve) as a way to keep your audience engaged. 
 Nancy Duarte Ted Talk. By shifting between facts that provide a snapshot of the current reality and
then paints a picture of the ideal situation, By alternating between facts and stories you create
suspense, curiosity and desire to learn what comes next.

What could be Call
to Action

What is

What could beWhat could beWhat could be

Where we are now
What Is

What is What is

Data | Facts |Pain Points | Problems | Logical

Stories | Benefits | Outcomes | Results | Emotional

https://www.cucoconcepts.com/
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There are several frameworks you can use to create conflict and contrast in your story.
Copywriters like to use the PAS framework for its simplicity. 

COPYWRITING PA(I)S FRAMEWORK
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P

A

The job of your first sentence is to get your audience to read the next sentence. A good
hook makes them ask questions and want to find out more.  Most of your audience will
be unaware they have a problem. They may know there is one (ie: weak sales, low traffic,
customer churn,) but they find it hard to describe it. 

External Challenges can often be easier to articulate. "Low engagement, rising costs of
adverts" To find Internal challenges you have to dig.a bit deeper.

For example, what problem is your web developer addressing? She says she’ll make your
site appealing, but do you really feel anxious over colours or fonts?
She says she’ll drive more traffic to your website
She's getting closer but what you really want is to not have to think about your Website.
You want someone else to do the job, so you don’t have to spend time doing it yourself.

Your task is to make them care enough to want to solve their problem and show them
that you understand their pain. You want your audience to become problem aware
because only when they can articulate the problem, can you sell the solution.

Use emotive language to paint a clear picture of the hassles, and regrets the problem
brings. Describe what life will be like if this problem isn’t resolved in a way that makes
your audience nod in agreement and say “Yes! That’s exactly how I feel!”

UNCOVER THE PROBLEM (P)

AGITATE THE PROBLEM (A)

https://www.cucoconcepts.com/


PA(I)S FRAMEWORK
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S

I

PRESENT THE SOLUTION (S)
If you’ve described how the problem makes life hard, you now have to describe how your
services makes it easy. This is the part where you get to introduce your service that will
solve their problem and end the pain. 
But it should do more than just say “problem solved.” Be visual with your communication.
Show the outcome and benefits don't just tell. You need to sell the "Vacation not the
Flight"  Describe the impact, the outcome, the results - the transformation. 

Once you have them hooked you can present the HOW by describing some of your
features and taking away any buyer remorse. 

INTRIGUE (I) 

INTRIGUE is the extra piece to your story. It's the plot twist or in business your unique
selling proposition. The thing that makes you different from every other story. 

This is the content that introduces your audience to something that keeps them
wanting to know more. Create curiosity. Give them a simple solution or step to solve
an immediate problem. Share testimonials and reviews. You can put it anywhere in
your framework when you want to push the audience along. 

https://www.cucoconcepts.com/


Your Hero section is your summary. 
Make it benefit-focused 

EXAMPLE OF A LANDING PAGE using a PAIS FRAMEWORK 
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P
ro

b
le

m

Use a statement
Ask a question 
Show statistics

Uncover the Problem

Social Proof 
Free Resources
Unique Selling Promise
Competitor Analysis

Introduce yourself

A
gi

ta
te

In
tr

ig
u

e
Your website should flow from one section to the other while adding value to your customer's
experience.

S
o

lu
ti

o
n

What solutions do you provide
Reduce Risk
CTA

Present the Solution 

What happens if you ignore the
problem 
Use emotional triggers 

S
IT

U
A

TI
O

N
C

O
M

P
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A
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O
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E
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O
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O
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Nike advertising is one of the most effective emotional branding examples in the marketing world today. 
Their 2012 Find Your Greatness Campaign used ordinary people achieving greatness and encouraged
their audience to find their own defining moments of greatness through sport. 
.

NIKE
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Let's break it down:

BECOMING THE HERO
Nike’s strategy is to provide its consumers with an
opportunity to see the heroic qualities in themselves,
similar to the ones they admire in world-class athletes.
Their ads use a combination of famous athletes and real
people to bridge the gap between a customer’s belief of
what’s possible. It shows the transformation and gets the
customer to put themselves in the situation

NIKE IS THE GUIDE 
Nike's narrative positions itself as a guide, or a coach
that's cheering the hero on and helping the audience 
 internalise those thoughts as their own. 

,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcbSCnUXOkk
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UNCOVERS THE PROBLEM 
The narrator identifies the problem - the inner
voice that tells you that you're not able to achieve
greatness. 

AGITATES THE PROBLEM 
By pitting the customer (hero) against internal and
external challenges such as fear Nike empowers
them to triumph over those struggles. 

INTRIGUE AND CALL TO ACTION
Nike's intriguing twist is that the hero and the
villain of the story is you. You are the only one
stopping yourself. 

PRESENTS THE SOLUTION
A simple Nike swish 

NIKE  PA(I)S 
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Greatness.
It’s just something we made up.

Somehow we’ve come to believe
that greatness is a gift reserved for
a chosen few, for prodigies, for
superstars, and the rest of us can
only stand by watching.

You can forget that.

Greatness is not some rare DNA 
strand, not some precious thing.
Greatness is no more unique to us
than breathing.
We’re all capable of it. All of us.

,
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This type of story structure explains the current problem and then proposes several solutions. 
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Where you aim
to be

THE MOUNTAIN PITCH

Time
Markers
An Event
A Place

The Situation
Where we
are now

The Mountain
Introduce the
challenge or
problem we
are facing

The Vision
Show a glimpse of a
way over the problem 
Talk about competitors
Current solutions

The Options
Present two ways to
achieve the solution. 
Present an inspiring
solution that makes you
unique 

The Closer
Show how the inspiring
option is the the only
option and why

The Finer Details
With your audience
excited explain how you
achieve the dream.
Show your features

And there's more
Add the extra
benefits
and leave your
audience with
something they
will remember

ACT I ACT II ACT III
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Steve Jobs' introduction to the iPod 
On Oct 23 2001, Steve Jobs introduced the world to the iPod here's how he used the Mountain Pitch.

"We love music, and it's always good to do
something you love,"
"Music's a part of everyone's life -- everyone.
Music's been around forever. It will always be
around.....
But interestingly enough, in this whole new digital
music revolution, there is no market leader."

So, let’s look at portable music. Let’s look at the
landscape. The first thing, if you want to listen to
music portably, you can go out and buy a CD
player, right? That’s one way to go. About 10 to 15
songs. Or you can buy a Flash Player--you can go
out and buy one of those. You can buy an MP3 CD
player, or you can buy a hard disk space jukebox
player. And these are the four choices for portable
music right now....

.... That is where we want to be. And we are
introducing a product today that takes us exactly
there, and that product is called iPod.

How many times have you gone on the road with a
CD player and said, “--I didn’t bring the CD I
wanted to listen to.” To have your whole music
library with you at all times is a quantum leap in
listening to music.

The Situation: 
Jobs explains why he choose the music
industry. He talks about what competitors are
doing and identifies the gap in the market.

He presents the options that customers
currently have in the portable music market
and the Competition
CD player  MP3 and MP3 CD player 
Tip: Show just 2-3 options

The Mountain
They don't hold many songs. 
Tip Use numbers to set up your big idea

The Vision
Introduces an alternative reality
Jobs describes where they want to be and the
new world. Being able to have your entire
music library with you at all times
Tip: Present the vision with a story
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Capacity hard drive
Firewire Fast Upload
Battery

The Options
Ties the benefit to the customer's daily life: 
Tip: In one sentence, tell us why and how we benefit
from your product. If you can’t, you don’t have clarity
on your offer and position.

The Closer
Uses visual words and situations that everyone can
relate to and proposes their solution

The Finer Details
Explain the features
Break the features into 3 easy concepts and uses the
audiences current knowledge

1.
2.
3.

Tip: What are the 3 features or benefits that support
your one big idea. Only 3 and nothing more.

One more thing
Don't stop there. Go that extra step and give your
audience something they'll will always remember.
Repeat your vision and say it in one sentence 

The coolest thing about iPod is that your entire
music library fits in your pocket. OK? You can
take your whole music library with you, right in
your pocket. Never before possible. So that’s
iPod.

There are three major breakthroughs in iPod.
Let’s take a look at each one of them. The first
one is, it’s ultra-portable. So, if we’re going to
keep 1000 songs on iPod, and it fits in your
pocket, how do we do this?

We start off with an ultra thin hard drive And that
hard drive is five gigabytes in capacity... holds
1,000 songs at a 160-kilobit rate,..

Because it’s fast. You can download an entire CD
into iPod in 5 to 10 seconds. An entire CD. So,
let’s take a look at how it compares with USB

 it doesn’t matter how many songs you have with
you if your battery’s dead, right? So we have
built in an extraordinary battery into iPod. Ten
hours of battery life. And that is 10 hours of
continuous music

"let me show you what I mean. iPod is the size of
a deck of cards. A deck of cards.

So, this amazing little device holds 1000 songs
and it goes right in my pocket.

TH
E
R
E
O
R
E
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Every story needs a nudge. Prompts can help you overcome that blank screen and helps you plot
your story by pulling together the Start, Middle and End.
Use these prompts to inspire you to keep your stories moving. 

JUST ONE MORE THING: PROMPTS
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BEGINNING
When
Once upon a time
In 2020
Two months ago
In ten years
Transition
there was
I heard about
I bought
I met
there will be
Who/What
a person (name)
an event
Where
in marketing
in Singapore

MIDDLE
Context
At the time
This was happening
Conflict
We were failing
We knew we couldn’t
continue
The results weren’t what we
had hoped for
Proposed Resolution
We tried this
We designed
We decided to
Complication
(Optional but effective)
• What risks were there?
• Were you worried?
• What if it failed?

END
Actual Resolution
This is what we achieved
We found out
We changed 
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A well-structured story drives your audience down the sales funnel to your ultimate objective. 

Stories are remembered up to 22 times more than facts

Stories are emotional and logical 

Stories can be easily shared socially and by word-of-mouth.

Strategic Storytelling is a powerful communication tool that provides your audience with a progressive

framework that helps move them closer to the desired outcome. It is memorable, compelling, engaging, and

impactful. It turns confusing data, information, and content into an engaging story and makes it so appealing to

your audience that it changes their behaviour.

At CUCO we train non-creatives business leaders, marketers, and communicators how to use strategic

storytelling to transform their business communication and captivate their passive audience. 

Join one of our learning programs. or reach out for a consultation.

Thank You For Reading
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